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Challenge

Create an inCreate an in--SoarSoar--Agent formalism for a set Agent formalism for a set 
of tasks of tasks -- easy to:easy to:

ProgramProgram
UnderstandUnderstand
DebugDebug

Allow those tasks to be modified onAllow those tasks to be modified on--thethe--fly fly 
by an agentby an agent



Real-World Task Example

Agent is given two concurrent tasks to Agent is given two concurrent tasks to 
accomplish:accomplish:

Driving a carDriving a car
Talking on a cellTalking on a cell--phonephone



Solving example via Goal Stack

In topIn top--state, when the way is clearstate, when the way is clear
start driving the carstart driving the car
When the car is going When the car is going 

dial the phonedial the phone
When the phone is dialedWhen the phone is dialed

talk on the phonetalk on the phone
When you reach your destination, stop drivingWhen you reach your destination, stop driving

(and talking… oops!)(and talking… oops!)



The Phase System

Roots in engineering, not academiaRoots in engineering, not academia
Similar to “sketchy planners”Similar to “sketchy planners”

HighHigh--level actions laid out on toplevel actions laid out on top--statestate
LowLow--level actions implemented as operatorslevel actions implemented as operators

Stores plan info on the top stateStores plan info on the top state
Consists of three primary mechanismsConsists of three primary mechanisms

Phases Phases 
ConditionsConditions
Tasks Tasks 



Phases (Plans)

Ex: “Drive the car”, “Talk on the phoneEx: “Drive the car”, “Talk on the phone
Represent a logical or highRepresent a logical or high--level step of a planlevel step of a plan
May be May be active, inactive, complete, or abortedactive, inactive, complete, or aborted

Active/inactive: Transient (IActive/inactive: Transient (I--support)support)
Complete/Aborted: Permanent (OComplete/Aborted: Permanent (O--support)support)

If If complete complete or or aborted, aborted, are by definition are by definition inactive.inactive.
May containMay contain

SubphasesSubphases
ConditionsConditions
TasksTasks



Conditions (Preconditions/Constraints)

Ex: “The way forward is clear”, “The phone has Ex: “The way forward is clear”, “The phone has 
battery left”battery left”
Predicates that control phase activationPredicates that control phase activation
Represent restrictions on when a phase becomes Represent restrictions on when a phase becomes 
activeactive
Can have parameters, which vary by condition Can have parameters, which vary by condition 
typetype
May beMay be

One of 4 ‘classes’One of 4 ‘classes’
One of any number of ‘types’One of any number of ‘types’



Conditions: ‘Classes’
PreconditionPrecondition

Ex: (Driving) I have the keys in my pocketEx: (Driving) I have the keys in my pocket
Must Must allall be satisfied in order for a phase to become be satisfied in order for a phase to become 
activeactive

InvariantInvariant
Ex: (Phone) The phone has battery leftEx: (Phone) The phone has battery left
Must Must allall be satisfied for a phase to become and remainbe satisfied for a phase to become and remain
activeactive

PostconditionPostcondition
Ex: (Driving) I am at my destinationEx: (Driving) I am at my destination
When When allall satisfied, mark the phase completesatisfied, mark the phase complete

AbortAbort--ConditionCondition
Ex: (Phone) The phone has gone deadEx: (Phone) The phone has gone dead
When When any any satisfied, mark the phase abortedsatisfied, mark the phase aborted



Conditions: ‘Types’

Conditions are characterized by their ^type Conditions are characterized by their ^type 
attribute attribute –– Some possible condition types:Some possible condition types:

Time basedTime based
Ex: It’s after 4 PMEx: It’s after 4 PM

Sequence basedSequence based
Ex: I completed starting the carEx: I completed starting the car

Stimulus basedStimulus based
Ex: The phone has gone deadEx: The phone has gone dead



Tasks (Actions/Operator Proposal Triggers)

Ex: Dial the phone numberEx: Dial the phone number
Represent basic activities an agent can perform in Represent basic activities an agent can perform in 
the worldthe world
Characterized by Characterized by 

^type^type attributeattribute
ParametersParameters

With parent phases, are “operator triggers”With parent phases, are “operator triggers”
Can be marked completeCan be marked complete by triggered operatorby triggered operator



Implementation: 
<dial-phone> about to activate

^phase <dial^phase <dial--phone>    phone>    
^precondition     ^precondition     ^active *yes*^active *yes*

^type dial^type dial--tonetone
^which^which--device <phone>device <phone>

^invariant ^invariant ^active *yes*^active *yes*
^type power^type power--onon
^which^which--device <phone>device <phone>

^̂postconditionpostcondition ^active *no*^active *no*
^type task^type task--completecomplete

^task <dial^task <dial--phonephone--task>task> ^completed *no*^completed *no*
•• ^type phone^type phone--dialingdialing
•• ^phone^phone--number (ZZZ) XXXnumber (ZZZ) XXX--YYYYYYYY



Nuggets
Allows independent tasks to remain independentAllows independent tasks to remain independent

Gives a specific place to store relevant information re: Gives a specific place to store relevant information re: 
progress of an actionprogress of an action

Flexible structureFlexible structure
Reuse conditions and tasks in myriad combinationsReuse conditions and tasks in myriad combinations
Allows creation of task and condition librariesAllows creation of task and condition libraries

Debugging is easyDebugging is easy
Look for the ^active flagsLook for the ^active flags

II--support for activation support for activation 
Supports automatic rollback and propagationSupports automatic rollback and propagation

IntrospectionIntrospection
Explicit goals and constraints allow agents to create Explicit goals and constraints allow agents to create 
plans on the fly and reason over themplans on the fly and reason over them

Fits within current Soar ArchitectureFits within current Soar Architecture



Coal

More complicated than goalMore complicated than goal--stackstack--only Soaronly Soar
Where to draw the dividing line between phase Where to draw the dividing line between phase 
system and operators?system and operators?
Only exit conditions for phases/tasks are “aborted” Only exit conditions for phases/tasks are “aborted” 
and “completed”and “completed”
Conditions, tasks, and phases are not always Conditions, tasks, and phases are not always 
cleanly separablecleanly separable
Chunking?Chunking?



Future Directions + Possibilities

More automated plan generationMore automated plan generation
Agents that explicitly work toward fulfilling or Agents that explicitly work toward fulfilling or 
avoiding conditionsavoiding conditions

Better error reporting by agents Better error reporting by agents 
HighHigh--Level Editor/IDE for composing plans?Level Editor/IDE for composing plans?
Research performance effects of the designResearch performance effects of the design
Work in Robustness and error recoveryWork in Robustness and error recovery
Incorporation of advanced concepts from planning Incorporation of advanced concepts from planning 
literatureliterature
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End of Presentation



Implementation – ^Phases

^phases^phases
^phase^phase <drive<drive--car> car> (active)(active)
^phase ^phase <talk<talk--onon--phone>phone> (active)(active)

^̂subphasesubphase <dial<dial--phone>phone> (active)(active)
^̂subphasesubphase <talk<talk--toto--mom>mom> (inactive)

^current^current--phasephase <drive<drive--car>car>
^current^current--phase phase <talk<talk--onon--phone>phone>
^current^current--phase phase <dial<dial--phone>phone>



Implementation: 
Inside <talk-on-phone>

^phase <talk^phase <talk--onon--phone>phone>
^name |Talk on the Phone|^name |Talk on the Phone|
^abort^abort--conditioncondition

^type out^type out--ofof--batteriesbatteries
^which^which--device <phone>device <phone>

^invariant ^invariant 
^type in^type in--possessionpossession
^which^which--device <phone>device <phone>

^̂postconditionpostcondition
^type ^type subphasessubphases--completecomplete

^̂subphasesubphase <dial<dial--phone>phone>
^̂subphasesubphase <talk<talk--toto--mom>mom>



Implementation: 
Inside <dial-phone>

^phase <dial^phase <dial--phone>phone>
^name |Dial the Phone|^name |Dial the Phone|
^precondition^precondition

^type dial^type dial--tonetone
^which^which--device <phone>device <phone>

^invariant ^invariant 
^type power^type power--onon
^which^which--device <phone>device <phone>

^̂postconditionpostcondition
^type task^type task--completecomplete

^task <dial^task <dial--phonephone--task>task>
^type phone^type phone--dialingdialing
^phone^phone--number (ZZZ) XXXnumber (ZZZ) XXX--YYYYYYYY



Implementation: 
‘Pull-Up Recursion’

Conditions of topConditions of top--level and level and potentialpotential phases phases 
constantly truthconstantly truth--maintained maintained 
When its conditions warrant, a potential or When its conditions warrant, a potential or 
toptop--level phase is added as a current phaselevel phase is added as a current phase
When a phase is current, its When a phase is current, its subphasessubphases
become potential phasesbecome potential phases
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